Evidence based management guidelines in dentistry during the COVID-19 pandemic – a review of the literature
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Abstract
The present COVID-19 pandemic presents a high risk of transmission. Several infection control procedures have been employed to alleviate the further spread of this disease. The dental practice could be a potential risk factor for the transmission of this virus, which has a potential for aerosol generation. For a successful dental practice, effective infection control guidelines have to be established using relevant scientific research. In this perspective, the present article focused on current systematic reviews with evidence based effective treatment protocols during this pandemic.
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Introduction
SARS-CoV-2, which causes COVID-19, spreads principally through respiratory droplets and aerosol with direct or indirect contact [1]. Till this date, due to its close contact, disinfection of air in communities is not acknowledged adequately in reducing further viral transmission. Latest evidence supports that ACE2+ epithelial cell in the salivary glands to be one of the principal targets for SARS coronavirus infection [2]. Thus, it can be predicted that this novel virus is capable of transmitting through dental setting due to close contact with patients’ oral cavity and repeated exposure to body fluids like saliva, blood and respiratory tract secretions.

The usage of rotatory instruments such as high-speed handpiece, ultrasonic scalers generate large quantities of aerosols from the patients’ oral cavity [3]. However, the pandemic is still in progress; the demand for dental treatment decreased only by 38%, which clearly states the necessity to address the emergency dental care during this pandemic [4]. To continue the health care services, it is always mandatory to proceed with proper precautions to avoid cross-contamination. Hence, this article summarizes the various safety measures with evidence in the existing literature.

Recommendations for infection control and prevention in dental setup
Routine protective measures in dental setup might not be effective during this pandemic. Dentists and personal staff should take extreme caution to avoid mucosal contact with their facial surfaces, including nose, eyes and mouth [3,5]. Hence, proper hand hygiene protocols are mandatory before, during, and after dental practice. Personal protective equipment like masks, face shields, protective eyewear, full body coveralls, surgical hand gloves, head caps, and shoe covers are crucial to avoid cross infections [6].
General recommendations
Not every patient referred to the dental clinic claims to be affected because of the long incubation period of the virus between 2-14 days [7,8]. Hence, considering every patient as a potential asymptomatic COVID-19 carrier metolic screening has to be performed. To achieve this, a proper protocol should be followed to avoid infections. A four-step protocol has been formulated for ease:

A: Assess the patient through tele screening.
B: Build strict pre-procedural steps.
C: Care for both dentists as well as patients to construct a comprehensive treatment plan with minimal operating procedures that minimize cross infections.
D: Disinfection.

A. Assess the patient through tele screening
Telehealth enables patients in real-time for receiving health care instructions. Recently, a systematic review stated that telemedicine has the potential to prevent direct physical contact, thereby providing continuous care to the patients and thus decreasing morbidity and mortality during this pandemic [9]. On the other hand, telecommunication can be helpful in screening the patient before the dental visit to minimize the risk of direct transmission from person to person. During this tele screening, dental team should enquire the patients for any COVID-19 symptoms, recent travel history to disease epicenters and need for a dental appointment, any history of family members being affected with COVID-19. If there are any suspected symptoms of COVID-19, treatment has to be deferred for at least one month [6]. Once the patient is asymptomatic, the appointment has to be scheduled with delivering proper personal instructions during the dental visit.

B. Build up proper pre-procedural steps
The dental team should advise the patients to wear the mouth mask and limit the accompanying persons during the dental visit. Pre-check triages to measure and record the body temperature using a non-contact forehead thermometer or infrared temperature sensors and measuring oxygen saturation level should be implemented if the temperature crosses, 100.4°F (or 38°C) dental treatments for patients has to be postponed for at least 2–3 weeks [1,2,10]. Pulse oximetry device is commonly used in health care setup for the evaluation of oxygen saturation and pulse rate of the patients [11]. Low saturation levels (50%-80%) indicate a hypoxic condition which determines possible critical infection with SARS-COV-2; in such conditions dental procedures are contraindicated or should be deferred [12,13]. However, due to lack of proper evidence to support this pulse oximeter in diagnosing this COVID-19, the dentist should not rely on this device alone.

After the initial screening, the patients are instructed to dispose the mask safely and perform hand hygiene with alcohol-based hand rub or with soap and water. Prolonged contact to water and chemical agents induces epidermal barrier disruption, which leads to impairment of keratinocytes, thereby, a subsequent release of pro-inflammatory cytokines leads to activation of the skin immune system [14]. WHO recommends hand hygiene thoroughly (including fingernails, interdigital web spaces, wrists) for at least 20 seconds, using lukewarm water and soap [15]. As coronavirus is an enveloped RNA virus, soap/sanitizer tends to damage the envelope and reduces its virulence [16]. Alcohol-based hand sanitizers (60% alcohol), could be an effective alternative [17]. This should be followed by patients’ comprehensive medical history and COVID-19 pre-screening questionnaire.

Preprocedural mouth rinse
Aerosolized microorganisms persist suspended in the dental office environment up to 4 hours after the procedure, thus raising the chances of infection [18]. The oral cavity has high viral loads in the oropharynx of the infected patient, therefore unwaveringly associated with the evolutionary process of SARS-CoV-2. Many chemical agents have been used as mouth rinses. Among these agents, chlorhexidine (CHX), cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC), and essential oils (EO) have antimicrobial properties [19,20,21]. However, chlorhexidine is not efficient in the SARS-CoV-2, the use of mouth rinses and/or with local nasal applications that contain β- cyclodextrins (CDs) collective with flavonoids agents, such as Citrox, might provide an adjunctive to reduce the viral load of saliva and nasopharyngeal microbiota. SARS-CoV-2 is susceptible to oxidation, hence mouth rinses comprising oxidative agents such as amphiphilic CDs, reduce the salivary load of oral microbes. Before irreversibly inactivating them, the modified sugar molecules attract viruses to disrupt their outer shell [22]. Apart from oxidative potential, flavonoids such as coronaviral chymotrypsin-like protease inhibitors have a decisive role for coronaviral duplication and also have complementary functions for inhibition of host innate immune responses and should be beneficial to combat COVID-19 [23]. Hence, pre procedural oral rinse has gained popularity to minimize risk of contamination. Recent studies on mouth rinses stated that SARS-CoV-2 virus was wholly inactivated by 0.2% of povidone-iodine at a contact time of 30 seconds and gargle for additional 30 seconds are suggested in the throat and spit after 1 minute [24,25]. Therefore, preprocedural rinsing with diluted povidone-iodine may be preferred in the clinical settings to decrease the viral load as well as the virulence of aerosolized microorganisms in the patients’ oral cavity. However, few studies investigated chlorhexidine and coronaviruses, displaying sensitivity of coronavirus to chlorhexidine only when used in combination with ethanol or cetrimide. In isolation, chlorhexidine has least
effectiveness against COVID-19 than povidone-iodine in both in vitro studies and studies of disinfection of inanimate surfaces [26,27]. Overall, there are incomplete data regarding the action of chlorhexidine against coronaviruses.

C. Care for the patient and dentist

Display visual alerts at the entrance of dental setup and in strategic areas (e.g., waiting area or elevators) about respiratory hygiene, cough etiquette, social distancing and disposal of contaminated items in trashcans [28].

Personal protective equipment (PPE)

Dentists are at higher risk of infection than the general population. The guidelines are given by WHO for infection prevention and control of epidemic- and pandemic-prone acute respiratory infections in health care in 2014 recommends using appropriate PPE as determined by risk assessment. For COVID-19, the WHO 2014, WHO 2020a, WHO 2020b recommend the use of PPE which includes gloves, masks, goggles or face shields, and long-sleeved gowns act as a potential barrier, help to prevent direct contact with the contaminated virus and provide adequate resistance to blood and saliva. Therefore, the use of proper PPE during treatment can reduce the chances of physical exposure to the virus. Choosing the appropriate type of PPE and following specific guidance for donning and doffing of PPE as provided by CDC 2020, and WHO 2016 can reduce the risk of self-contamination of HCW [29,30,31,32].

Eyewear

The recent systematic review stated that protection of eyes by using goggles or face shield might provide additional benefit for the person to person transmission of the virus [33]. Currently, there is no literature supporting the comparative effectiveness of face shields and goggles for the prevention of virus transmission to health care professionals. Therefore, the Guideline development group assumed equal efficiency in both types of eyewear [34,35]. It is also stated that face shield and goggles should not be used together, as this does not offer additional protection and causes more discomfort and fogging, which might affect vision [32]. Several considerations like fogging, comfort and visibility may influence the selection between face shields and goggles.

Gloves

Dental professionals are recommended to use double gloves over single gloves because double gloves reduce the contamination of hands when removing PPE [32,36]. Surgical gloves are recommended to ensure proper sterile conditions [34]. Nitrile gloves are recommended over the latex gloves because nitrile gloves offer better resistance towards disinfectants, and latex allergies can be prevented [37,38]. Non-powdered gloves are recommended over powdered gloves because this avoids reactions with the alcohol-based handrub [39].

Protective body wear

The protective clothing should be comfortable, leak-tight, breathable for donning and impermeable to liquids, viruses and should possess sufficient quality to protect healthcare patients and personnel from microorganisms, body fluids, and particulate material [32,40]. Ideal PPE should contain a label that indicates clearly the standards of the fabric which are evaluated by the laboratory tests, including viral penetration resistance, tensile strength, liquid integrity, and seam strength [32,41]. The protective body wears either a disposable gown or a disposable coverall is recommended as part of contact precautions based on Infection control and preventive principles. There is a lack of strong evidence in the literature on the comparative effectiveness of coveralls and gowns in reducing transmission of the virus to health workers [34]. Therefore, it is concluded that coveralls and gowns are equally acceptable forms of body protection and the choice on which to use should be based on availability and health care worker preference. If splashing with blood or other fluids is expected, gowns are not fluid-resistant, a waterproof apron should be worn over the gown [34].

Mask

Medical masks often called surgical masks, are intended to protect the nasal and oral mucosa from droplets during the aerosol procedures and also to prevent inhalation of various small airborne particles [33,42]. Other types of respiratory masks available for medical purpose are N95, N99, N100, FFP1, FFP2, and FFP3 [43]. Of them, the most commonly used respiratory mask is N95, as it offers the highest protection against the bacteria and viruses [44,45]. In the literature, clinical evidence is inconclusive regarding N95 respirators effectiveness in comparison with surgical masks in acute respiratory illness, laboratory-confirmed respiratory infection, and influenza [46,47,48]. Currently, recommendations to protect healthcare workers against COVID-19 for non–aerosol-generating procedures are conflicting. U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the European Centre for Disease and Prevention (ECDC) recommend the use of N95 respirator for non-aerosol-generating routine care of patients with COVID-19 [49,50]. In contrast, the WHO and Public Health Agency of Canada recommend medical masks [30,51]. As there is no significant data to support the use of N95 over surgical masks, both N95 and surgical masks offer similar protection when compared with single-layer masks [52]. For aerosol-generating procedures, there is a consensus that N95 respirators provide better protection than medical masks. According to the National Institute for Occupational and safety Health (NIOSH) N95 provides 95%, N99 provides 99% efficiency on capturing typical aerosol around 300 nm size. When there is a limitation for N95 usage, the double surgical mask could be an alternative. Cloth masks should be strictly restricted...
to general use, and it is not suggested for health care professionals.

**Footwear**

Even though the quality of evidence was considered very low, a strong recommendation was given to prefer Waterproof boots over closed shoes, because they are easy to clean and disinfect. If boots are not available, Shoe covers are recommended to be used over closed shoes to facilitate decontamination [34].

**D. Disinfection**

SARS-CoV-2 is an enveloped virus which contains a delicate outer lipid envelope that makes it more vulnerable to disinfectants. Whereas on the other hand, non-enveloped viruses such as rotavirus, norovirus and poliovirus are less vulnerable [53]. Though COVID-19 virus exists in an extensive range of pH values and ambient temperatures, it is predisposed to heat and standard disinfection methods.

Commonly used disinfectants:
- Ethanol 70-90%
- Chlorine-based products (e.g., hypochlorite) at 0.1% (1000 ppm) for general environmental disinfection or 0.5% (5000 ppm) for blood and body fluids large spills
- Hydrogen peroxide >0.5%

**Chlorine-based products**

Hypochlorite-based products comprise liquid (sodium hypochlorite), solid or powdered (calcium hypochlorite) formulations. The mechanism behind these preparations is that it dissolves in water to generate dilute aqueous chlorine solution in which undissociated hypochlorous acid (HOCl) is an active antimicrobial compound. Hypochlorite gets quickly inactivated in the presence of organic material, therefore, regardless of the concentration used, it is necessary to first clean surfaces carefully with soap and water or detergent using mechanical action such as scrubbing or friction. High concentrations of chlorine have the risk of causing corrosion of metal and irritation of skin or mucous membrane, in addition to potential side-effects related to chlorine smell for vulnerable people such as people with asthma [54].

Among various concentrations, 0.05% hypochlorite is effective against rotavirus. However, higher concentrations of 0.5% are essential for extremely resistant pathogens in the healthcare setting, such as *Candida auris* and *Clostridiodes difficile* [55,56]. The recommendation of 0.1% in the perspective of COVID-19 is a conventional concentration that will deactivate the majority of other pathogens. Nevertheless, for blood and body fluids large spills (i.e. more than about 10mL) a concentration of 0.5% (5000 ppm) is suggested [54].

**HEPA filters**

WHO is considering “airborne precautions” for health care professionals as SARS-CoV-2 remains viable in aerosols for several hours [57]. The uttermost concentration of SARS-CoV-2 aerosols is of two diverse size ranges, one in the submicron region with aerodynamic diameter governing between 0.25 and 1.0 μm, and the other peak in super micron range with a diameter larger than 2.5 μm [58]. Such aerosols in this size range can be commendably removed by air purifiers. High-efficiency particulate air filters (HEPA) count for about 95% efficiency for particles filtration to remove such virus-laden aerosols varying diameter between 0.25 and 1.0 μm and approximately 100% for diameter larger than 2.5 μm [57]. One of the mechanisms behind air purifiers includes dilution ventilation method, which decreases the concentration of dangerous substances in the air while diluting particulate matter (such as fine dust) or gaseous substances (such as volatile organic compounds) [58,59]. Diluted ventilation commonly used due to its low toxicity, low emission rate, and high effectiveness for gaseous substances [59]. These portable, reasonable, and effective air purifiers might decrease the exposure of healthcare workers to aerosols and ultimately lessen the viral load. It is always crucial to prevent secondary contamination by collecting the filters and disposing of them as medical waste. Air purifiers with disinfection proficiency may be more operative for combating the virus. However, guidelines on infection control in dental office according to ECDC & CDC suggest standard ventilation rate of ≥ 1.5 air change/hour for non-COVID-19 patients. A constant 6 air change/hour is recommended in COVID-19 patients during and after the visit [60].

**UV light**

Implementation of disinfection protocols could decrease the frequencies of healthcare-associated infections. International Ultraviolet Association states that a dose of 40 mJ·cm$^{-2}$ of 254 nm light could eliminate at least 99.99% of pathogens [61]. UV light-based systems are available in three ranges based on the wavelength: UVA (315–400 nm), UVB (280–315 nm) and UVC light (200–280 nm). The germicidal effects of UVC irradiation effects in cellular damage by photohydration, photo splitting, photo dimerization, and photocrosslinking, thereby hindering cellular replication [62]. However, 254 nm may not be the ideal wavelength for diminishing all viruses, and this range could damage the viral deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) or ribonucleic acid (RNA) which impedes the reproducibility of a virus. Shorter wavelengths, around 207–222 nm are capable enough to damage the proteins on the surface of the virus, which is required to attach on human cells. UVA-treated coronavirus displayed substantial spike protein decrease, increased mitochondrial antiviral-signalling protein and decreased coronavirus induced cell death [63]. The UVC light disinfection system has an obligation that it should be activated in unoccupied rooms, in the absence of health personnel and patient [62]. As there is no literature
evidence of any damage to materials in the room with the usage of UV-light disinfection, this no-touch system for environmental decontamination could be commendably considered during this pandemic in different hospital settings.

**Negative pressure isolation room**

For suspected/confirmed cases of COVID-19 requiring emergency dental treatment, utmost personal protection equipment should be implemented in dental office for dentist and dental personnel. The confirmed individuals can be treated in negative pressure isolation rooms as it reduce the risk of infection via airborne transmission to other persons [64]. Usually these rooms are useful for the patients who necessitate airborne droplet nuclei isolation like measles, varicella zoster and tuberculosis. The room should be equipped with a hand wash basin with ‘hands free’ operation, self-closing door, attached lavatory and HEPA filtration system with 100% outside air ventilation [3].

**Disposable anti-splash isolation device**

To protect the dental team and patients, advanced oral isolation suction device is also necessary to prevent transmission of saliva and blood in the atmosphere. It can be achieved by various intraoral and extraoral isolation devices. Intraoral devices like the IsoLite system have more effective in reducing aerosols than high volume evacuator and rubber dam. Extraoral devices like anti-splash isolation devices around the patients head or upper body also reduce aerosols spread in the dental setting. Teichert-Filho R et al. designed a new device made up of rigid translucent acrylic material which is easily accustomed towards the dental chair to reduce aerosol dispersion in the dental clinic. It also contains negative pressure generating piping system for air filtration. The authors stated that the proposed device could be used in conjunction with standard PPE to reduce transmission risk during COVID-19 [65].

**Anti-retraction handpiece**

High-speed dental handpiece generally comprises retraction and anti-retraction mechanisms. Handpiece without anti-retraction valves can aspirate and expel the fluids and debris during the dental procedures. Anti-retraction dental handpiece can considerably decrease the backflow of oral bacteria into the handpiece and dental unit tubes. Hence, the handpiece with anti-retractive valves is strongly recommended for cross-infection prevention during COVID-19 [66].

**Purification of pipeline water**

In dental unit water lines, a regular rinsing and washing with proper disinfection solution and water are advised. Ideally, rinsing the water line unit for two minutes at the beginning and end of each procedure is recommended during this pandemic. To reduce the risk of contamination, frequent water quality testing can be advisable to meet safe drinking water standard (<500 CFU/mL) [26].

**HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning) system**

Compromised ventilation system increases the transmission of respiratory diseases, especially in confined spaces. The HVAC system is configured to provide air filtering and cooling/ warming and dehumidification. However, the HVAC system retains large droplets but not aerosols whereas HEPA filters can filter particle size of SARS-COV-2 (approx. 70-120nm). Air purifiers with HEPA 14 filter/ higher (filtration efficiency≥99.95%) for particles ≥0.01mm are highly mandatory [67].

**Negative ion generators**

These are widely used in air purification for home and industrial purpose. It scatters charged ions that adhere to constituents in the air, such as bacteria or viruses, thereby filtered in the device. In the dental setup the effect of these generators on SARS-CoV-2 is not evident in the literature [67,68].

**Ozonators**

These are generally used in indoor air purification where this generates ozone from oxygen which is toxic to bacterial and viruses. Ozone generators possess a negative impact on occupational health at increased concentrations that violate public health standards. Usage of these generators in dental setup does not guarantee the effective removal of SARS-COV-2. [67,68]

**Stand-alone HEPA filters**

The stand-alone system’s primary difference is that they recirculate the air without mixing with the outdoor air. The use of these devices can be considered especially in the spaces where there is optimum ventilation. However, these systems should be confined to small areas and need to be placed in closer proximity to operating personnel. This stand-alone device can be considered an alternative where HVAC systems cannot recirculate the air [67,69].

**In conclusion,** it is essential for dental professionals to understand the current situation and must be aware of the current evidence based guidelines of SARS-COV-2 to safeguard the public and continue high standards of dental care and infection control to provide appropriate treatment. The dental professional must be conscious about the spreading modalities and pay attention to the self-protection measures in order to deliver dental services during this pandemic.
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